Cervical cancer as a natural phenomenon.
Recognizing cervical cancer as a natural stochastic phenomenon, that is in the first stage of its self-organization into a new biological dissipative structure (initiation) and sustaining its development in the second stage (promotion), is a basic requirement in conquering cancer and preventing neoplastic disease, i.e., the third stage of neogenesis (progression). A dissipathogenic state inside an organism is the only common primary cause of neoplasia. Thus, medical thermodynamics clarifies why so many non-specific factors enable the origin of cervical cancer, that is, can cause cervical dissipathogenic states. This thermodynamical theory abolishes opposition and unites the heretofore cellular neoplastic theories by bringing them to an atomic level. Diagnosis and treatment of dissipathogenic processes implies true causal prophylaxis of cancer, therapy of which always has to encompass its environment.